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Campus Briefs
MartinLutherKing

Plans for a fund raising venture to add to the Martin Luther
King Educational Opportunity
Fund are being considered by a
faculty committee on scholarships.
Professor Sam Smith, chairman
of the faculty's scholarships committee, said the group hopes to be
able to schedule a major fundraising entertainment program in
May, the anniversary month of
the establishment fund.

Teacher Aids
A group of 25 women, chosen
from low-income neighborhoods
are currently being trained by th~
Albuquerque Public Schools and
UNM to work as teacher aids or
school community aids in Albuquerque schools.
. The training of the women is
intended to prepare them for career employment.
The class of 25 spends its day
receiving on-the-job training in
the schools and at UNM where
they receive instruction through
the Department of Sociology and
the Center for Community Action
Services.
Teacher aids will assist teachers in classroom and clerical
work. School community aids
function as representatives between the schools and the people
living in the areas served by the
schools.

Pharmacy Dean Retires

Dr. Elman L. Cataline has announced that he will retire from
UNM in June, after 18 years as
Dean of the College of Pharmacy.
He will move to his recently
completed home in northern New
Mexico on the Brazos River.
Dr. Cataline is co-author of
the book, "Arithmetic of Phal·macy," and has written a number

WANT ADS
EMPLOYMENT
WORK for Ule University Qf New Mexieo
Student Publications business staff. Op·
porlunity includes eopywriting, advertis..
insr mnke-up, and snlcs. Hours easily adjus~ to fit studies schedule. Commissions
nvmlnble. Chccl< w!tb the business staff
Journalbm Dldg,, Room 159 or cnll 277~
4V02.

BABYSITTER wanted. 8 to 9 a.m. and 3 to
5 p.m. Your heme, tm[versity area~ Bar..
bara 277-6320 dn;va or 877-1754 evenings.
Attract!ve girl to assist professional entertainer on stage loe:ill:; :L- few e~r~-..lil¥0
"Per month.. Some theatrical tnlent de.sirable.~~ but not necessary.. Possibi1ity
o'!'er:seas tour later. Good pa;v. Write Bob
F•llrnan c/o Student Publications Lobo
OfficeJ Univ. P.O. Box 20, Albuq~·erque
N.M., 87106.
'
FOR SALE
W 4l;IT A .TAVEI,IN 1 Loaded 1 No eompebtion for " dealer. See at 215 Comcll
SE, Call 2!3-1621.
O~ICE DESK, 3' x 5' Formica top, beau·
tiful, """en dzawers, 243-6949 or 247•
8297.
PHOTOGRAPHERS I! 36mm single lens
reiiex KOWA SETR interc:hangeable
Ienaea - behind lens metering ~tern
$70.00, 3 montlus old. Call Paul Mcrr..Y
277-4860.
1ll63 LAMBRETTA, "" is, $35. Doctor's
scales, $10. 345-0U6 evenings,
LOST&FOUND
LOST: llrown 'billfold, near Arena. Heaven 'Will reward :vou and oo will L Ask
for George, 243-4118, or Lobo office.
$25 REWARD - Two red notebooks of
lecture notes & other items or Black
Briefcase w!Ul complete contents. No
questions !ISked. CONTACT F. X. Hall,
277-4512 or 268-05-66.
PERSONALS
RIDE WANTED. Gradnate student needs
rlde from Santa. Fe to UNM Tuesdays
and Thursdays. Mmt be In time for 9:00
a.m. class and return after 4 :30 class.
Please contnct Ml'l!. Cooke, Santa. Fe
982-1738.
ARTISTS AND WRITERS! Thunderbird
is now taking contn'butionB for Jta next
is8ue. Bring to rm.. 158, Journnliom
Bldg. Stall positions also open.
Wanted, t11ature wonian, student or stnff
to live In w /college daughter. Private
room, no duties. Near Campus, 268-4167
after 3:30.
UNM STtlDENTS - WE COOK FOR
YOU I Modern aceommodatlorts witll pri·
vate baths and no dirty dishes. Call
248-2881.
1 rm. mountnin home, 80 miles from Allrnqucrqne, March 1-Mny 6. Scheduled.
Ideal thesis writers, arlist: authoJ.'l, etc.
Rent free eXchange catetnking. Write
P.O. Box 166, Gadsden, Arizona 85336,
SERVICES
'TYPING-:-term papers, th....,., etc., .268·
8908. 600·A Kentucky, SE.
1

0~ researc~ a~tieles
swnal publications.

for profes-

'En~an 9 erin 9 World Peace'

Blafr·an

Thunderbird
The Thunderbird, campus literary magazine, is now accepting
poetry, plays, short stories, and
reviews for the spring issue.
If you have something to contribute, submit manuscripts to
room 15B, journalism building.
Positions on the staff are also
open.

Chemical Engineering
Dr. Adam F. Schuch bas been
appointed adjunct professor of
chemical engineering at UNM.
Schuch is a staff member and
alternate group leader in the low
temperature physics and cyrogenic engineering group at the
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.
Dr. T. T. Castonguay, chairman
of the chemical engineering department, said Schuch will teach
a graduate course second semester.
The course, offered for the first
time at UNM, is cyrogenic engineering. It will be open to all interested scientific personnel.
Cyrogenics, a relatively new
field in science, deals with low
temperature, freezing, and related effects.
·

Congratulatory Notices

Congratulatory notices f r 0 m
more than 200 colleges, societies,
and professional associations accepted by' Dr. Ferrel Heady during his Nov. 9 inauguration will
be displayed in the Union lobby.
The silver medallion which was
first used in the Nov. 9 ceremonies
will also be included in next
week's display.

Van Deren Coke

Van Deren Coke, chairman of
the UNM art department, had
eight of his photographs included
in the Autumn, 1968 edition of
the "Kentucky Review," published
this week by the University of
Kentucky.
The quarterly also featured
critical comments on Coke's work
by writer and photographer
Ral,...h F.u.,.Pn<> MPat""l'd.

Measurements Received
Results of the annual statewide potato growing contest have
been coming in at a rate that
even KNME-TV's George Fischbeck had not expected. After reminding teachers during I a s t
wPek's lesson to send in their
measurements, George received a
round "36-30-38" from a teacher
in northern New Mexico.

Prolonging Life
The ethical problem of prolonging life will be debated next week
by students and faculty of the
UNM School of Medicine.
Sponsored by the 'UNM Chapter of the Student American Medical Association, the forum, called
"Conversations in Medical Et.hics," will be Tuesday, Feb. 11, in
room 303 of the Basic Science
Building at 915 Stanford NE at
noon.

"!;,

v,·olence Confl·n ues

By ANNE MILLET
College Press Service
"If the war continues, there is
a great danger that it will become a war between the great
powers, above and beyond a war
between Nigeria and Biafra,"
warned Lord Fenner Brockway,
chairman of the British Committee for Peace in Nigeria, in an
address to a day-long international conference on "Biafra Perspectives," held at Catholic University last week.
On a peace-seeking trip to Africa last month the former Nobel
Peace Prize candidate presented
to both the Nigerian and Biafran
heads of government a four-point
program calling for an immediate
ceasefire, an international peacekeeping force, . negotiations for
political settlement following a
cooling-off period, and massive
relief assistance. Both sides accepted a ceasefire in principle, although particular conditions were
not worked out.
Some Cause for Optimism
Lord Brockway cited two "halfbreakthroughs: the Christmas
truce;~even. though-nut fully observed, and the acceptance of
daylight relief flights, though not
yet implemented."
Noting that "there is now a
more approachable atmosphere,"
Lord Brockway suggested "a
Committee of Good Offices of
Three, composed of Emperor
Haile Selassi of Ethiopia and two
African heads of state, one supporting each side, seeking a settlement."
During his stay in Africa Lord
Brockway said he "saw evidence
of a highly organized and highly
financed European black market
supplying arms to both sides."
He strongly advocated a United
Nations inquiry into the matter.
Holding out some hope for a
vague or loose African confederation, Lord Brockway urged that a
"political organization be found
that recognized the loyalties of the
Biafrans but that finds some basis

for cooperation with other Africans,"
With Biafran deaths from
starvation projected at 25,000 a
day for next month, be proposed
a conference in Geneva, with UN
agencies and observers of governments resent, to mobile massive international aid.
Dr. Herman Middlekoop, head
of the world relief effort for Biafra, related his experience with
the Biafran people and praised
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their "total involvement" in the
crisis. Speaking of the impact the
bombings have had on the population, he observed, "People feel
there is no choice-that they
might as well fight to the end."
As for the starvation, Dr. Middlekoop said that Biafra was
"poised on the razor's edge.''
While protein malnutrition has
decreased since October due to the
relief effort, carbohydrate supplies are extremely limited.

KOPY- KORNER

Fried Chicken Special
2 Pieces of Crisp Plump Chicken
Golden Brown French Fries & Toast

ONLv49c
2400 Central SE Across From Campus

Anxiety, Peace

We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340

..

···------;;_,.

HA.WitJ

CALLS

ENGINEE--:,_

.6

9:00-12:00

Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard
needs
College graduates majoring in General,

Starting salaries range from $8,574 to $13,297 per
annum, depending on education and/or experience.
Salaries include 15% cost-of-living allowance.

the

Sol Chavez Orchestra

~enefits inc.lude transpo~ation

to Hawaii, regular salary

~peruaa.dent Price

mcreases, liberal health msurance and retirement plans.
These are career Civil Service positions and arc filled
on an Equal Opportunity basis.

$3.00poc4Duple

Recruiters Will be on campus on

OLDTOWN

Contact the

Phone 255-2378
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Placement Office for an appointment.

mittee submits its recommendations to the administration.
The academic freedom and tenure committee has recommended
that a joint faculty-student committee be setcup to study the role
of Navy ROTC at UNM. The proposed committee would be made
up of six faculty members, three
members of the administration,
and three students. Calvani objected on the grounds that the
number of a students on the com-

I

\

MADISONJWisconsin (CPS)Gov. Warren knowles today called
up the National Guard to maintain order 'on the University of
Wisconsin campus as demonstrations by some 1000 black and
white students escalated in intensity,
1\'lajor Violence A vertcd
Ear!ier in the day major vi<tlence was averted as the protesting students impeded but did not
prevent ingress to the tltl'N' major
classroom building-s. Several fistfights occurred bctw<wn opposing
student gl'OllJls which 1•esulted in

mittee should be larger because put forth a resolution <"alling for
"establishing an envoy of stuNROTC is a "student affair.''
Student attendance at faculty dents representing the Student
meetinp;D was discussed. Senator Senate to attend faculty meetSteve VanDrcsser noted that, at ings."
Bill No. 3, calling for $200
present, a student who wishes to
attend a faculty meeting must from the reserve fund to sponsor
submit an application to the Stu- Joan Baez and David Harris was
dent Affairs Committee and then ·defeated. A new bill, paying the
to the Faculty Policy Committee. $28 fee for the usc of the anthroThis operation takes about three pology lecture hall, was intromonths, VanDresser said.
duced and passed.
The Senate Steering Committee

it was founded on, and in the past
bas stood on, which is "our quality of political and spiritual ideas,
not our military might.''
"Unfortunate Blunder"
McGovern, a long time Viet
Nam critic, said 'It (the war) is
the most unfortunate, 1•egrettable
blunder of our national history.
The Jesson in Viet Nam is that
we can not transfer freedom and
dignity to Viet Nam, Asia, or any
country in a B52.''
There is a growing number of
young people, McGovern said,
who feel alienated from current
political beliefs. "It is not enough,
however, to be a protester, he
said.'' Demonstrators at some of
our colleges lack a sense of dil'\!'Ction, closing the way for other
thinking.'' He suggested that
youth undertake being innovators
and reformers "in the best sense
of the words."
McGovern feels "pleasantly surprised" with the Nixon administration. "There are no fundamental things of his administration as
of yet that I find fault with.''

Photography Exhibition
An exhibition of early photography entitled "Photographic Proeesses: A Historical Survey" will
open Friday, Feb. 1·1, in the print
room of thl• UNM Art Museum.
'rhe

co\lccti<>n,

to

be

shaw·n

through March 30, was prepared
by Professor Riclmrd Rudisill to
show the development of photographic techniques and types of
photographs beginning with the
daguerreoty,Pc.
: Visitors to tbe Art Museum on
Sundays between 3 and 4 p.m.
can now tour exhibitions with assistance from docents - volunteer women who are being trained
by the museum staff. Tours with
docents can also be arranged for
school and other groups.

Whiteside, Sororities
Discuss l-lours Plan
By ANNE O'BRIEN
Night Editor
Dean of Women Helen Whiteside last night discussed the adoption of a recent Associated
Women Students (AWS) hours
proposal at a meeting of sorority
representatives at the Chi Omega
house.
The AWS proposal would allow
women in the university residence

Police,Guards Keep Order
On Com pus of Wisconsin

Ci~il

Electronic, Electrical, Nuclear Power M~:
chanica( (Marine), and Aeronautical 'Engi·
neering and Naval Architecture.

featuring

"New Realities"
"It is important today for the
leaders of not only the government but journalists, priests, and
teachers as well to think in terms
of the new realities, to embrace
compassion and brotherhood, and
to speak his real convictions and
not what be believes will be excepted," McGovern said. "If we
are to dispel the cynicism and
doubt of the public then we must
speak out honestly."
:McGovern said he is concerned
with tlw mounting militarism of
American lif~. He said it is time
America returned to those values

Picking Assistant Dean

Student Senate last night passed a resolution asldng that any
committee set up to select a new
associate dean of students-dean
of men be at least 60 per cent
students.
Vice President for Student Affairs Harold Lav~nder is composing a committee of students and
faculty to advise his office in the
selection of a new associate dean.
Resolution No. 4, introduced by
Senator Terry Calvani asked that
student committee members be
appointed l.Jy Senate Pre:;ident
Ronald Curry.
A representative from the eight
member Ad Hoc Advisory Committee for the selection of a new
dean for the College of Arts and
Sciences read a list of desirable
qualifications for the position.
They include: confidence in in
I i b e r a 1 education, experi<mce,
awareness of student feelings, and
a belief that arts and sciences is
the most important college in the
university.
The committee hopes to locate
several possible candidates and
obtain student opinions on the
requirements of the new dean.
Opinions may be aired at an open
Senate meeting before the com·

'1:' ..•

NEWMAN CENTER BALLROOM

~n

Senator George S. McGovern
(D-S.D.) SJJoke last night at Johnson gym. He stressed the anxiety
for peace among the American
people.

"Time of Creation"
Violence has struck down two
of the nation's "most passionate
leaders," McGovern said. "One a
black man, and one a white man.''
He added, "However, it is a time

that has produced great speakers
such as these men, and a time of
creation.''
McGovern said that Senator
Fulbright summed up the present
political needs of the country
when he said it is time to be rid of
the old myths and to adopt the
new realities. McGovern said that
there are new currents in American society that seek a voice in
its own governing. "They are dissatisfied with Congress' obvious
need to be more responsive to the
public."

Sena1e Proposes Pelicy Changes

MONDAY, MAR. 3.
Makers df1HandMclde
lndia111 Jewelry

Lobo Photo by Tony Loudcrbough

Eat in our large dining room or take it home

~

• in the

Sen. George S. McGovern (DS.D.), a former presidential peace
candidate, told an audience of
2500 people in Johnson gym last
night that the world is filled with
hope as well as anxiety.
McGovern said that if this
country is to solve its problems
today, its people must develop
an honest dialogue between themselves. "There is a growing level
of awareness, that must continue
to grow, among the people of this
country that no one can be really
free, if all are not free.''
"It is a time when the mosL
sophisticated and proudest cities
of our society are erru;pting from
violence and decaying from within," McGovern said. "But our
leaders and our people are facing
these problems with more honesty
and compassion than ever before.''

COUNTRY BARN

Don't Forget
Every Sat. & Sun. Hamburgers 15¢ or 10 for $1.25
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By JACI{ AUSTIN
Staff Writer

247-4406

lobby-Simms Building Downtown, 4th & Gold

Feb~uary

2500 Hear Me
er~~~~
Stress Peace, Anxiety

"'0"0 "os1
for UNM Students only
.<>,;, · ..._ />.
•
Ie (as Requored)
.
~For Theses: I 00% Cotton Fobre-Cock
"'7/~ O.r••
XEROX COPIES 8¢ each-No Minimum
'

MARDI GRAS
DANCE
February 15

Thursday,

.... ~sf,,.

No "I Do"
CARSON CITY, NEV. (UPI)
-Clergymen in Nevada want to
take the "I do" out of marriage.
The Nevada Council of Churches announced Sunday it will support legislation to eliminate the
wedding ceremony as a requirement for marriage, enabling
couples to wed by merely signing
their wedding licenses. The clergymen said they hoped this would
end toe "pseudo-religious atmosphere" of Nevada's instant weddinll.' chapels.

Vol. 72

four arrests and several injuries,
but over 150 riot police prevented
further inciclen ls and kept the
buildings open.
Studrut ~ Dispersed
The sttuh·t;l dispersed in midafternoon t•:,:ii :t mlly set for the
curly evcniw;.
'l'h!• ~~unrd was :formally re"'''":;led by the university after
tlu• city chief of police informed
· . m that his men could no longer
handle the. situation. About 900
guardsmen have been called up
allCl will be stationed near the
campus.

halls to set their own hours, with
the exception of freshmen under
21 years of age. Freshmen women
are to have 2 a.m. hours Friday
and Saturday, and midnight hours
during the remainder of the week.
At mid-meeting, Miss .Whiteside asked The Lobo reporter to
leave because she said the reporter did not have authorization
from the proper authorities.
Miss Whiteside said the two
biggest problems under consideration were the cost of issuing keys
and security. She suggested keys
be issued only at certain times of
the day and only by authorized
persons. This is the present AWS
plan.
During a discussion that followed Miss Whiteside's talk, several sorority representatives urged adoption of the AWS proposal.
Ruth Milne, a Pi Phi, suggested
that if a girl loses her key, she
would be made responsible for
installing a new Jock and replacing the keys in order to insure
security. "It would not cost the
sorority any more," she said.
Another Ph Phi, Nancy Mag·
nuson, said one incentive for adopting the hours proposal is
1/ush next year. She said women
would not want the added l'estrictions of hours.

.Joan and Dave

Jo:m 1lal·:t., and her husband
David liard~, will be at. UNM
tomorrow.
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Managing Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Edite>rial Phone.{505) 277-4102, 277-4202
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The New Mexico Lobo is published
daily every regular week of the University year by the Board of Student Pub·
lications of the Associated Stu:dents of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM, Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
dass postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 871 06. Subscription rate is $5
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely, Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
ersity' of New Mexico.

~ampusBriefs

Lobo Review

., rxer,, Heavy But Great

~F·

''MIS"SJLE
SUfl:iCI~f'lCy~
;

By HENRY J. TOBIAS
There is a curious affinity between the events of the 1960's
and in those which preceded WWI
for a generation, the time in which
the movie is set. In the period
between these eras, terror and
slaughter occurred in the western
world on an unprecedented scale;
the purge, the concentration
camp, and the super-war were
the symbols of the 'in-between'
generations.
In the setting of The Fixer, as
in the Sixties, terror on a smaller
scale arouses passion. The Dreyfus trial in France, the unl.versal
horror at the E:ishinev pogrom,
and the Mendel Beilis case - the .
materials whih are the basis
for the film ..,...,. are comparable to
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the assassinations of the Ken- bread (matzoh) used by Jews
nedys and. Martin Luther King traditionally for Passover. Such
and the still vivid pictures of charges against Jews were fairly
Chicago policemen engaged in a common in Eastern Europe in the
"pogrom" of their own. For one late nineteenth and early twentiwho grew up in the "in-between" eth centuries around the Passover
era, The Fixer may serve as a season. In an atmosphere of vi"refresher" for the reality of rulent anti-Jewish feeling and
terror as an individual matter in with the forces of tl:!e state ar'ilhe sense that ma$s mayhem rayed against him-police, clergy,
never could.
and prosecution - Yakov Bok
Simple Artisan
maintains his innocence.
The story deals with a simple
"F.i~st; rd like to point out the advantages
Prison Story.
Jewish, semi-skilled artisan (ergo
· of THIS system . . ."
The. real develo:!Jment of .the
"Fixer") who is accused of murdering a Christian boy in Tsarist story occurs in prison where Bok
awaits the investigation of his
Russi~. The charge is complicated, by the assertion that he com- case and his trial, a matter which
Lette;rs are weloomc, and 3hould
mitted the deed for ritual pur- could last for years. Here a drama
be no longer than 250 words typewritten, double spaocd. Name, telc- .•
poses: 'to· use the blood of the of endurance and personal evaluphone number and addr~s must be
ation
take
place.
On
'one
hand,
the
victim for making the unleavened
included, although name will be
withheld llPon request.
down-trodden and victimized jew
'
withstands all the physical and
psychological · bestialities the · :. · • Som'ebody·Likes Us
Sorry Schreur
Tsarist regfme is able to )nflict
•
upon him - and so"me of it is Xo. ,The ,Editor:· ..._: . ·
To The Editor1
graphic enough to shake one's ... Instead· of changing the Lobo,
faith in human nature. On the I think you should change your
The:t:e were several things about
other, he endures because his attitude. Just look at it this way: the Arizona State game that made
moral sense w:ill not allow him to
A public toilet has a foul at- me sad-the way our team playbetray himself and because his in- mosphere sometimes and there ed, the officiating, etc. But the
nocence becomes vital to all those are often nasty words written thing that bothered me most was
who might be charged with the here .and there, but there are the feeling of hate that developed
same crime.
occMions when the relief ob- between the crowd and Schreur.
The incidence of brutality is tained therein is such a value • ·The story in Friday's Tribune
one of the key features of the that nobody seriously considers makes it clear that Schreur destory, although it is much more tearing the public toilets down. liberately cultivates this hatred.
than a physical mismatch beJust think of the Lobo as though He thrives on it, he says. He adtween a single Jew and the pun- it were a publit.'. toilet. It stinks mits that he called Howard "boy,"
itive forces of the Tsarist regime. and much of the writing is little I suppose he calls Jewish players
The violence is compelling be- better than graffiti, but just con- "kikes" (and Germans "fascist
cause the victim has no recourse centrate on the relief occasioned pigs"?).
to physical violence on his own. where the1·c is a thouglltful artiGranted, basketball in the WAC
He must endure the beatings or cle or a fresh, young insight.
is hardly a gentlemanly sport, but
choose to die. The painfulness is
Anyway, there is hope. Ac- stirring up racial animosity is beaugmented by the knowledge that cording to the anthropologists, yond the pale even in this tough,
he is innocent (in the story and in man (alone among th~ animals) slugging game. I believe the
fact) of the charges. Outside of looks at his feces and judges Tribune story should be brought
The Fixer in Chains
the relatively minor misdemeanor them. And, who knows, maybe to the attention of the leaders of
that he was living in an area something will turn The Lobo the WAC. I enclose a copy for
closed to Jewish residence, Bok's editor around.
you to forward if you agree.
real crime lay in his Jewishness
Allin Phun
Furthermore, I would like to
-a topic that allows the issue to
hear
from the black players on
be as contemporary as today.
To Senator Runnels
the Arizona State team on how
Powerful Scenes
To The Editor,
they view Schreur's tactics-parThe Fixer has numerous scenes
Recently, as I was listening to ticularly Siebern Hill, who seems
of powerful drama and authen- KUNM, I heard what I thought to do all right just playing basticity. An Orthodox priest describ- was a news -filler. It seems that ketball.
PRINCETON, N..J. ·(CPS) Half the business-executive ing the murder to a dumbstl'uck one of the local brethren of the
Franlt L. Dewey
Most of the nation's college and trustees in the survey agree that audience of common folk, the state Sena~ _··;felt your paper
university trustees do not think "running a college is like running pain of interminable confinement printed two ""Obscenities. As thete
Liked Review
the faculty and stude.nts should a business," and that "high-level reminiscent of some .. of the best ire many four letter words that
have major authority in decisions . business management experience memoir literature of the Russian fit his discrip!lon, I did not bother To the Editor:
affecting the significant educa- ~is importan.ttin choosing :a new revolutionaries, and the rich su- to figure iVollJ;. But an eight lettional and administrative .issues ·president." However, the~~ more perstition displayed- by a priest ter word!"ONow th'!lt was a chalMy compliments to Paula Hays
on campus.
"prominent executive position the trying to convert Bok, are among .lenge. And- I figured out one h~- Harper. on a most literate. and
Most members of college gov- :trustee has, the"less~Iikeli·he is the best moments of the -film.. phenat'ea.:::-woid ·which could fii. ·intelligent review of thll J offrey
erning boards belie'V~". 'Such ·d~!ci- : f:to hold these vifuvs. :
""
.Holy. Mother Russia appear,s. WO:WJ _··: : • •
Ballet. I enjoyed reading yo1,1r
sions should continue to be· ·made
~. more often a!;. its worst than at a' Qui: friends seem to take 'a report .almost as much as I enprimarily by themselves and 'by
·~.its ,.Pest. In terms of historically wi~r..d" view on life:.Thily can say joy~d. those fabulous dancers,
the college administration.
based fiction, h o w.e v e r, · one the words. You saiop Dailey hall and I am ever so pleased . that
Recent Survey
might compare Matamud's work said it. Their wives •can say it II- you were chosen to cover · the
..
··
'
The.se are among the findings :
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Public Relations Seminar

Fourteen high school graduates
have sta1·ted medical laboratOl'Y
assistant training at the UNM
School of Medicine.
The course, directed by Lynn
Saxton, is co-sponsored by the
UNM School of Medicine and the
New Mexico Regional Medical
program.
"The students spend six months
in residence on the UNM campus
in day classes, then six months in
practical training in the laboratories of participating hospitals
throughout New Mexico," Saxton
said.
Saxton, who directs all of the
Regional Medical Program's laboratory science courses at UNM,
said almost every community in
the country needs more laboratory
assistants.
The second medical laboratory
assistants course will begin next
January. Information and application forms may be obtained by
writing to: Director, Laboratory
Science Program, Regional Medical Program, 1001 Stanford NE,
Albuquerque, N.M.

Public -relations and management's bridge to the community
will be the nubjoct for tho 1060
Rocky Mountain District Seminar,
in the Sheraton Western Skies
Motor Hotel Saturday, Feb. 15, 9
a.m. to 10 p.m.
Business Administration students are urged to attend, but all
interested in public relations are
welcome.
George Hammond will be the
principle speaker. He is a publicrelations expert and presidentchairman of the 1969 Public Relations Society of America.
Other speakers will be Harold
A. Bergen, vice president of
Harshe-Rotman and Druck Inc.,
Chicago; William A. Lydgate,
president of Earl Newson & Co.,
New York; and M. J. O'Leary,
manager· of public relations for
Western Electric, New York.
Everyone interested may contact John F. Yoder of the Business Administration Student Association, 3010 Franciscan N.E.,
Albuquerque, or call 344-0200.

New Course
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Games Manager
Clarence Bracken, head desk
attendent at the Union for four

.-~J

..
Paul Wright is currently building a sculpture on the east side of
the Farris engineering complex.

Engineering Sculpture

Parish Memorial Library
Has Business 11\ai:erials
The William J. Parish Memorial Library, the branch library for
the School of Business and Adyears, is the new Union games
area manager.
"One problem with the games
area is that students don't really
know how much we offer," Bracken said. "We have a lot more
than just billiard tables."
In addition to 14 billiard tables,
the games are features 14 bowling
lanes, pin-ball machines, five table
tennis tables, and an arts and
crafts area.
In the arts and crafts section,
students can work in ceramics,
photography, silk screening, jewelry making, embossing, and sign
making.
The department also has a new
Model 2400 Xerox machine which
students can use at reasonable
rates.
Bracken hopes to form bowling
leagues. The bowling area is not
as well used as Bracken would
like, although he .said prices are
considerably less expensive than
at outside lanes.
Bracken feels that as soon as
the students find out the advantage of relaxing at the Union
games area, action will increase.

ministrative Sciences, opened
Feb. 6 at UNM.
Dr. William Parish was dean of
the UNM Graduate Scho.ol at tbe
time of his death in 1964. Before
that he served as the dean of the
College of Business Administration joining the UNM faculty in
the 'College of Business Administration in 1943.
The Parish Library is located on
the ground floor of the Business
Administration building. The collection available includes: reserved books for the current semester's business classes, business
services, veriodicals in business
administration and the underlying
disciplines, and other selected
titles.
University librarian David Kelley said that book donations are
welcome not only in the business
field but in related areas as well
(i.e., graphic art, industrial psychology, etc.). Mrs. Parish has
donated her late husband's collection of books to the library.
The Parish Library hours are
the same as the Fine Arts Library
and are as follows: 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. and 7 to 10 p.m. Monday
through Friday, 8 a.m. to 12 noon
Saturday, and 2 to 5 p.m. Sunday.
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Come and Browse
Next door to the Lobo Theater

Black Orpheus
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Spring Rush
Panhellenic Tea

Hokona Hall
Saturday, February 15, 2-4 p.m.

All interested persons invited
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The UNM Associated Women
Students (AWS) have announced
changes in their "Think Pink"
week Feb. 14-22.
The joint Fedway and A WS
fashion show has been changed
from Tuesday, Feb. 18 to Thursday, Feb. 20 at 7:30 p.m. The
panel discussion with New Mexico governmental representatives
about the status of women has
been rescheduled for Tuesday,
Feb. 18.
Admission to the Chilli Community Center benefit dance at 8
p.m. Saturday, Feb. 22 at the
UNM Newman Center is now 75
cents per person.
"Think Pink" week opens with
a King of Hearts Dance Friday
at 8 p.m. in the Union Ballroom.
Admission to 'the semi-formal affair is $1.50 plus one UNM ID
per couple.

I

up poinis w··th my
sweel baby in th'1s

STAFF ..
..
"~-tl> •10

"Think Pink" Changes

I
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Fifteen UNM fraternities wm
begin rush Friday, February 14,
with a smoker in the Union Faculty Lounge from 7 to 9 p.m.
Rushees will register, and tours
of all fraternity houses will be
conducted by members of the Interfraternity Council.
On Saturday, February 15,
o:pR.n rush will continue from 8
a.m. to 12 p.m. A table will be set
up in the Union for late registration of rushees.
Open House will be held Sunday, February 16, from 8 a.m. to
1 p.m. Preference cards will be
signed at 2 p.m., and final bids
will be held from 3 to 10 p.m.
Formal pledging ceremonies
will be held from 3 p.m. to 10 p.m.

·.!

"'""''

Lifesaving 104-002, which is
open to men and women, has been
added to the physical education
curriculum. The class will meet
Tuesday and Thursday in the
Johnson.Gym Pool.

I

Fraternity Rush

\

\

The Constructions Specifications Institute (CSI) will sponsor a 15-week course on building
specifications beginning Thursday, Feb. 13.
The course will cover the use of
the CSI Manual of Practice in the
preparation and use of building
construction specifications.
Limited to 40 students, the class
will meet each Thursday from 4
to 6 p.m. in the Department of
Architecture building.
The cost will be $15 for CSI
members and $25 for non-members. This includes textbooks.
Fees should be sent to G. L.
Krauth, Bureau of Indian Affairs,
P.O. Box 1248, Albuquerque, and
checks should be made payable to
CSI, Albuquerque Chapter.
Architects Robert G. Mallory,
Arthur W. Marshall, Douglas
Campbell, and Joe Long will
serve as instructors. Also tP.aching will be RichaJ:d Henderson,
Robert Uhl, Donald D. Paxton,
engineers. Robert J. Schmidt of
the UNM architect office and
Charles E. Barnhart, laWYer and
member of the city commission
will complete the group of instructors.

Lifesaving Course

.,

COMPLETE
OUTFIT,
$10:00
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·Nuclear Lab on Campus

Thick Walls Shield Reactor
The UNM Department of Nuclear Engineering is separated
from the rest of the campus by
double-wall construction with six
feet of earth between the two
walls.
The department is now located

la ptante
qatleuy
better than a trip
to Old Mexico
Put Your Best Face Forward
Call for a complimentary facial-in
your own dorm or home-and see
why we say •••
'No Woman Need Ever Look 40'
Goldinlu Stone,
consultant for

./

}k~

"""'T"f lj ~

PhnnP
248-2062_

in the new Farris Engineering
complex.
Dr. Glenn Whan, chairman of
the department, said that the
shielding "allows the use of very
intense radiation levels inside the
laboratory, while permitting all
safety precautions to be taken."
The department is working to
add two major facilities to the
new laboratory: a two-and-a-half
MEV Van de Graff accelerator
and a 20,000 curie cobalt radiation
source. These facilities will complement the department's reactor,
which will be upgraded to 50 times
its pz:esent pQwer once the move
into·· the' ·new laboratory is completed.
Whim P.ointed. out that the increased level of the reactor will
be only 'five watts, less than 1'!nough power to light an ordinary
light bulb.
"The reactor," said Whan, "is

COUNTRY BARN

primarily a training and . teaching reactor, but with this ,power
increase it may be used for certain ;research projects, and cer•
tainly its training capability will
be increased."
,
From its beginning in 1960,
when Whan taught three graduate students, the nuclear engineering department has grown.
This fall there were 45 graduate
students and five full-time faculty
members, as well as some parttime faculty from Sandia Cc;>rp.
"This June we should grad!late
10 persons with MS degrees and
three Ph.D.'s," said Whan. "We
feel we are now at a size to begin
to put concentrated effort in
building a strong research program."
The department has hosted a
national conference this semester,
called the Fast Burst Reactor
Conference. A second one, to be
held in April, will be an American
Nuclear Society student conference with regional representatives
presenting papers to develop
ideas of research and study.

Tens ion Release
9 A.M. to 12 P.M.
2 Pieces of Crisp Plump Chicken
Golden Brown French Fries & Toast

ONLY49c
Eat in our large dining room or take it home
2400 Central SE Across From Campus

Obiect of Drugs
(CPS)-College students take
drugs to relieve tension of their
studies, Dr. Jean Paul Smith of
the Federal Bureau of Narcotics
said at the University of Wyoming in Laramie this weekend. The
"pressure cooker" atmosphere of
college life causes the need for
such escape, he said. "The drug
problem is pulling us apart as a
society."

We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340
Don't Forget
Every Sat. & Sun. Hamburgers 15¢ or 10 for $1.25

I

I

~

Sammy, a Boston Terrier, living
at the horne of Dr. and Mrs. J. L.
Jackson of Tallahasee, Fla. has
one blue eye and one green eye.

"A computer has no mind of its own. Its
'brainpower' comes from the people who
create the programs," says Rod Campany.
Rod earned a B.S. in Math in 1966, Today,
he's an IBM Systems Programmer working on
a portion of Operating System/360, a
hierarchy of programs that allows a computer
to schedule and control most of its own
operations •

' .'

'"'·

..

'·
Lobo Photo by Tony Louderbough

Charles Daniels, UNM's draft
counselor, has his office in room
215 of the Union. Office hours are
.noon to 5 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday or by appointment.

Draft Counselor

The predominantly black National Medical A s s o c i at i o n
(NMA) was described as "emerging from ivory tower professionalism" in the February is"sue of
Progressive Architecture.
The NMA was praised :for taking initiative in bringing health
care to impoverished big city
neighborhoods. The Federal Office
of Economic Opportunity (OEO)
has set up 50 neighborhood health
centers.
Although 850 centers are needed for the poor, the maga~ine called the existing centers "a step
in the right direction, whether or
not they be an ultimate solution,
in correcting the inequality of
medical care.''
"A significant proportion of
students now entering medical
school have excellent backgrounds
in the social and behavioral sciences. There are also many who
have done tours of duty in the
Peace Corps," the article said.
In a special edition devoted to
the nation's medical care, the

magazine said these medical students are becoming part of a new
social force. "They are showing
concern over the social fabric into which medical care is woven.
Their emphasis differs from that
of the older generation of doctors,'' the article said. "They are
intrigued by the glories of science," it continued, "but they are
also deeply interested in the
physician's social commitment."
The NMA was founded by several black physicians who were
refused membership in the American Association (AMA) less than
50 years ago.
The magazine attacked the
AMA which, it says, "still holds
medieval beliefs of what is right
for the people" including the idea
that medical care is not a right,
"but a privilege.''
Dr. M. Alfred Haynes, project
director for NMA was quoted as
saying good health for all "could
be achieved through a partnership among government agencies,
organized medicine, individual
communities, and industry.''
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Normally, we insist that every man read the instructions on selfdefense that we put in eve-rY package of Hal Karate® After Shave
and Cologne. But we've got a heart. So on Valentine's Day, we'd
like every woman to tear our instructions to shreds. That way you
can give your guy Hai Karate, with some instructions of your own.

Hai Ka:rate ...be careful how youuse_it.
.,

JF IT'S .A REALISTIC CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
WITH INITIAL RESPONSIBLE ASSIGNMENTS, YOU'VE
fOUND IT!

jwJJm
OPENINGS

FOR ENGINEERS

· @1969 Leeming Division, Chas. Pfizer & eo., Inc., New York, N.Y•

Ut,

SHIP STRUCTURAL DESIGN • SHIPBOARD ELECTRICAL
SYSTEMS DESIGN • SHIPBOARD ELECTRONICS
SYSTEMS DESIGN & EVALUATION • SHIPBOARD
MISSILE SYSTEMS EVALUATION • SHIP PROPULSION &
PIPING SYSTEMS DESIGN • SHIPBOARD VENTILATION
& AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS DESIGN • PRODUCTION
& FACILITIES ENGINEERING
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Programmers hold a key position in the
country's fastest growing major industryinformation processing. Business Week reports that the computer market is expanding
about 20 percent a year.

EXCELLENT FEDERAL
SERVICE BENEFITS

Our brochures are now available in the Placement Office.
Sign up for an on-campus interview with our professional
employment representative today!

grammer no matter what your major. We'll
start you off with up to twenty-six weeks of
classroom and practical training.
Visit your
placement office
Sign up at your placement office for an interview with IBM.

ON
CAMPUS

. f

FEB.
20,21

An Equal Opportunity Employer

You don't rteed a technical degree
If you can think logically and like to solve
problems, you could become an IBM pro-

National Magazine Lauds
Black Doctors' Initiat:ive_

Rip up our instructions
on self-defense.
After all,
it's Valentine's Day.
'-"'.

A mixture of science and art
"Programming" means writing the instructions that enable a computer to do its job.
Says Rod, "It's a mixture of science and art.
You're a scientist in the sense that you have to
analyze problems in a completely logical way.

"But you don't necessarily hunt for an ultimate right answer. There can be as many
solutions to a programming problem as
there are programmers. That's where the art
comes in. Any given program may work, but
how well it works depends entirely on the
ingenuity of the programmer."

l
Programming at IBM

"It's a chance
to use everything
you've got:'
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For SFS. UCLA Classic

Skiers Compete In CIAL

Gymnasts Travel to Coast
end, to compete on Friday with
NCAA College Division Champion San Fernando State and on
Saturday in the UCLA Classic
along with UCLA, Southern California, and California.
The Lobos, 4-0 on the season,
will rely on All American Torn
Galioto, WAC champ Stormy Eaton, and undefeated all-around
man Jim Hruban to extend their
winning streak. Galioto, Eaton
and Hruban are undefeated in
their specialities this year. Galioto has scored 9.5, 9.5, and 9.45
on the toughest of the gymnastics events, the side horse. Eaton
has gone 9.45, 9.4, and 9.45 in the
exciting free exercise.
Hruban Busy Man
Hruban, whq must compete in
all six of the events, had his best
night of the year last Saturday
in the double dual with KSU and

By JOHN MOSER
l'>J>urts Editor
::'·Jach Husty Mitchell will take
-..mdd~ated UNM: Gymnastics
:ad to Los Angeles this week·
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Fun things from
Old Mexico
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Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

ATTENTION GRANT HARVEY
We advertize in the wrestling, gymnastics, basketball
and football programs and the Lobo. We support all
athletics at UNM.
The increase in food prices which forced our price
· change was sudden that the new price was inadvertently left out of the basketball programs, but anyone
with a basketball program
which lists our price for a
HENRYBURGER at 18c may
buy one for that amount.
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AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR DRIVE IN MENU

BIG HENRY
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Oklahoma, with a total of 52.225.
Mitchell, expecting the "biggest
challenge of the year so fa1J' at
San Fernando Valley, will be hoping that Small College NCAA
High Bar champ Richard Grigsby
has an off night. Grigsby finished
in the top ten in the recent Olympic trials. Also bolstering the San
Fernando attack will be SC-NUAA
side horse winner Bob Medina,
A key to the San Fernando meet
will be the performance of SFV's
all...around man Juan Sanchez.
"He is fantastic if he applies himself," asserts Mitchell.
Lobos Face NCAA Champs
But the Lobos won't be through
with top-flight competition Friday, as they will be on the floor
the next nfght at the UCLA Classic with the defending NCAA
champion California Bears.
The Bears lost NCAA all-around
·champ and Olympic performer Sid
Frudenstein, along with another
NCAA champion, Danny Millman.
That is not to say they aren't
going to be tough.
Hal Fry, Cal's national coach
of the year in '68, has dipped into
the junior college ranks to pick
up two JC champions, George
Greenfield in the all-around and
John Nelson in the side horse.
The Berkeley Boys also feature
yet another JC standout, Gary
Diamond in the all-around.
UCLA Loses Olympian
The host UCLA Bruins lost
Olympian performer Kinoti Allen,
but Bruin coach and Mitchell's
teammate in the 1904 Olympics,
Art Shurlock, has some . tricks
stored up. UCLA will count on
all-around men Larry Bassist and
Charley Hedges Saturday night.
Bassist's brother Sandy is also
expected to give the Lobos
trouble.
Southern Cal is coached by the
US Olympic mentor Jack Beckner.

HENRYBURGER ........................ .

20c

CHEESEBURGER .....•..................

25c

FISH SANDWICH ..................... ..

30c

HOT DOG ............................ .

25c

"Generation of the HaJf.light • . ."

SHRIMP BOAT .................... : .... .

89c

265-2569

CHICKEN DINNER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

89c

FRENCH FRIES . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . ..

18c
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Galioto Gets Ready

Beckner, who competed on the
1962, '56, and '60,0lympic teams,
will have former prep All-American all-around performeJ; Bob
Turner, along with another allarounder Jim Betters, ready for
the Classic. The Trojans lost the
services of last year's NCAA
all-around champion Makato Sakamoto, who is in Japan with the
Asian Studies Program and is expected to return next year. Needless to say, Beckner is one of the

UNM's undefeated AU-American side horse performer Torn
Galioto tunes up for the Lobos'
weekend trip to LA to face San
Fernando State and compete in
the UCLA Classic. Galioto has
scored 9.5, 9.5, and 9.45 in duals
this year.

Lobo Swimmers to Face
Colorado State, Wyoming
going in the 50 yard freestyle,
with identical wins in both meets
at :22.4. Milne also won the 100
yard freestyle at BYU with a
:50.2 and was second at Utah
with a :48.9, his best this season.
In the Rams from Colorado
State, the Lobos will meet a fastimproving squad which has lost a
one-pointer to BYU (57-56) and
a four-poin~er to Utah (54-50).
The 'Pokes from Laramie are
still looking for their first dual
win. Wyoming has dropped meets
to the Utah schools also; to BYU,
34-70, and Utah, 29-74.

BIG MAC IS HERE!

::r~
©McDonald's Corp. 1968

LOMAS AT SAN PEDRO- MENAUL AT SAN PEDRO

5324 4TH ST. N.W.

McDonald's.,

if she doesn't
give it to you,
get it yourself!

Lobo. top scorer (18.0)
bounder (10.4) Stretch
prepares for the 'Pokes.
is averaging 27 points a
his last four.
...

"Superman"
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and reHoward
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game in
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(We're next to the Lobo Theater)

Moser

Jade East After Shave from $3.00, Cologne from $3 SO; and a complete collection of masculine rtaomin,c esse 11
tials. As an aJtemate fragrance, 1ry Jade East Coral and Jade East Colden lime. SWANK, INC.-Sole Otsttibutor
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How to Wrecognize a Wreal

./

You hove to look for the "W"
because it's silent

ROOT BEER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10-15c
Most Wrangler® jeans have
the "W" stitched on in
plain sight, but other kinds
of Wranglers are a little
more modest. They're made
just as well and they flt just
as well, but the "W" is
tucked away on a tag or
label. You'll flnd it's worth
· looking for.

7-UP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 10-15c
DR. PEPPER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10-15c
3REEN CHILl ON ANY SANDWICH :. . . . . . . .

10c

1iOCOLATE SHAKE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

25c

ANILLA SHAKE . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

25c

:LK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . • .

15c

)T CHOCOLATE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

15c
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10c
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20c

C JFFEE- LARGE

( arry Out Orders
"Y

POUND SHRIMP

'''"'''''"-"''Mooiooooofo

$1.25

1 'OUND SHRIMP .•........ ,. . . .. .. . . . .. . $2.30
( ·IECE CHICKEN DINNER W11'HFRIES
. . . . . . $1.70
. . ,..
IECE CHICKEN DINNER WfrH FRIES ..... . $2.40
'•

-... ~------··

PIECE CHICKEN DINNERl'ilJJH FRIES .....

$~.10

$3:~
..

.49c

-

'

- ~-*."""

L/ · GE ORDER FRENCH FRIES""':·....... , . . . .

89c

So long as the world needs leaders, so long as
highest percentage growth in the fraternity
world today. This is because AKL realized early
there is a need for improvement in human relations, so long as man finds a need for a spiritthat a fraternity's purpose is an educational
ual basis1 so long as a human being needs the
one. Here at AKL we try to supplement the
comfort and understanding of another human
classroom with a mature program geared to the
college man of today. We try to inspire an
being, so long as man reaches for aspirations
and ideals, fraternities will exist. But do we as
academic attitude in our members and at the
same time we encourage responsibility in other
AKL's realize our challenge? Do we recognize
the extent to which our influence will affect
endeavors. The brothers themselves want to be
the college career and later life of the men we
in !l.~ell-rounded:progr~m including campus
pledge this term?
activities, commumty service, intramurals, social
a~tivities, and a wide variety of programs that
Many men feel something is really wrong
with fraternities. "They are snobbish and
wdl challenge each member and help him to
cliquish toward indepenc!-ents." But it is easy for · become a much better· person. AKL is .cona fraternity man to become wrapped up .in his
stantly searching for better ways of doing things
chapter ·and forget outsiders. However, many
a?d better programs. in order to keep AKL 'a
men have joined AKL because the brothers are
VItal, constructive force in the lives of its rnemfriendly. When you :meet an AKL, you are
hers.
meeting a friend. Many men ·also feel AK.L
How long will Alpha Kappa Lambda be able
would take too much time from studying. Many
to use 7xpressions such as these honestly? How
frater.n,ities 1 especially several years ago, did emsoon wdl AKL, as some other fraternities stagphasize sot:ial aspects and de-emphasize scholar-.
nate into an organization bound by tradition?
-$hiP,~ _1'~~?-Y,.c~ap~ers hav~ f~fd~d for this v~ry
Or ~ill AKL ~en:ain a fast-growing and proreason, out many more fiounsh~d be~ause, hke
g;essive frater~Ity m a ·fast-growing and progres. ~e. c~~~f!g~;:nJ?.~!L?f today, they: ~eahz.~ that. a
smg world? lt ts up to YOU!
- fi:ate}'ll.l~Y,. l ( m~.re than a goo.d u,m~.
lll" .~.~~· :~e~>whjlt' the new concept is in fraternities.
paftt<!tdar·has ·been a leader m ~ilt~bU~lilnf'i· '· 'VIslt"i\:lC:l; ~this weekend" tlUr:ing·' 'Fraternity
· new look for fraternities. In fact ~KI.'
h~s ~Ule """ 'R:iisli:~"
' f_t.ul
'·•:1
. . ,• ,
1•· ,:
:c."1•.••n,.
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is ~r kind ot place.

The 'UNM wrestling squad,
third place finishers in last week's
New Mexico Invitational Wrestling tourney, will be without two
of its to]) competitors as they
journey this weekend to Tempe to
compete with six other teams in
the Sun Devil Invitational.
Dale ·Scott, 152-pound champion
of the NM tourney, and heavyweight Roger Brown (runner-up
in his division) suffered injuries
in the hot action last Saturday,
and are not expected to make the
trip.

A New Concepr in Fraternities

ORANGE . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10-15c

VVorley, Jack Guthier, Tom Cromer, David Kenney, and Val Maltese. Neal Peterson handles the
coach-trainer duties for the Lobos, while physics prof Derek
Swinson se1·ves as team sponsor~

In 'Devil Tourney

(Adv .)

COKE ................................ 10-15c

Pacing the skiiers so far this
year has been George Brooks and
Wayne Harley, both consistent
finishers in the top ten.
Other team members include;
Bob Caruthers, Bill Gooch, Chuck

Lobo· W res tiers

most outstanding all-around recruiters in the country.
If the Loobs come through in
winning style this weekend, they
will be in super shape for their
WAC slate which begins in Johnson Gym against Arizona State
on February 22.
It would be a sin not to fill the
gym on that night to witness one
of the finest teams in the land
compete in a really exciting spectator sport.

Stretch Howard

The UNM swimming squad has
hopes of getting back on that
winning road here this weekend,
when it faces Uolorado State U.
on Friday at 4:00 p.m. and the
University of Wyoming Saturday
afternoon at 2:00 p.m.
The Lobos of coach Bob Barney
saw their record dip to 2-3 last
weekend in the Utah badwaters,
losing to BYU by a score of 79-34
and defending WAC champ Utah,
68-36.
But even in a losing effort,
UNM's Bob Milne was outstanding.
Milne kept his undefeated string

50c

Unknown to many students,
UNM boasts of a varsity ski
team, which is the one and only
member of the Central Intercollegiate Alpine League (CIAL)
outside of the state of Colorado.
The Lobos, who were voted into
the league unanimously this year,
are the first ski team at New Mexico since 1948.
They competed in the league
meet of January 26th, and finislled fourth out of the eight teams
entered. The meet, held in Loveland, Colo., had these results: 1.
Colorado State, 2, Colorado College, 3. Regis of Denver, 4. UNM,
5. Colorado, 6. Colorado Mines, 7.
Colorado State College, and 8.
Metropolitan State College.
The UNM team placed fifth
overall in last Saturday's CIAL
meet in Breckenridge. The Lobos
were third in the giant slalom
event at Breckenridge.
Squad members, who must pay
all their own expenses, are looking forward to at least two more
meets this year. On Feb. 23, they
will compete in a CIAL event at
Vail, and will co-sponser (along
with Colorado U.) a final league
meet in Steamboat Springs on
March 7 and 8.
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These Wrangler jeans ahd
sportswear of Dacron• polyester and cotton. Permanently •
creased plaid slacks, $8.00.
·Jacket, $7.00. Shirts $4.00 edch.
Tapered, permanently pressea
jeans, $5.50.
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Wranglet·®Jeans
and Sportswedr
with Dacron~·
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"Crushing"
Carl Ashley

• !
I

Wyoming's leading seorer and
rebounder Carl· Ashley will lead
the 'Pokes into the Arena Saturday. Ashley is averaging 22.2
points and 9.4 rebounds a game.
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FAIR STORES
DAN'S BOOTS
& SADDLES
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Apowa Holds Dinner,
Installs New Officers
Apowa service sorority at UNM
has received its national charter
and has installed its new officers
for the next year.
Founded in 1965 by the UNM
Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity as a women's auxiliary, Apowa received its charter as the
Beta Upsilon chapter of Gamma
Sigma Sigma service soror~ty
during a banquet held in January.
Nearly 60 persons attended the
banquet, including UNM Dean of

Women Helen Whiteside and Alpha Phi Omega president David
Westerfield.
New officers installed at the
banquet are Pat Jimenez, president; Kathy Hutchison, first vicepresident; Melissa Selleck, recording secretary; Faye Roth, second
vice-president; Anita Salazar,
corresponding secretary; Carol
Lopez, treasurer; Mary Quirmbach, publicity chairman-historian, and Loretta Tanner, parliamentarian.

Calling U
Thursday, Feb. 13
Placement interviews, Fort Bragg, Calif.
unified school district; Placement Center.
FTiday, February 1.-4
uKing of Hearts' Dance; Union hallroom; 8 p.m.

...Man About Campus," KUNM inter-

view; Robert Burton; 2:20 p.m. nnd 9:40
p.m.
Fraternity Rush smoker; Union Faculty
Lounge; 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Tour of fraternity bouscs 9-12 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 15
Fraternity l'll!!h, 8 a.m. to 12 p.m.; Open
partiES; late registration in the Union.
Sunday, February 16
Fraternity Rush; Open House 8 a.m. to
1 p.m.; preference eards signed by l'USbees at 2 p.m. in 231·E in the Union, bids
issued by 2:30 p.m., pledging ceremonies
3 to 10 p.m.
Concert by the Junior Orchestra: oon•
ductcd by Jay Harris; 4 p.m.; UNM Recital Hall.
Rally for ouppart of lowering voting
age to 18; Del Norte high school gymna.siwn; 2 p.m.
Fol'UIJi.;
''Conversations in Medical
Ethics:" Rm. 303 of the Basic Science
Building at 915 Stanford NE.
Placement interviews, Fort Bragg, Calif.
unified school district: Placement Center.
Monday, Feb. 17
-'Man About Campos., interview iwth
Larry Lucero, Program Directorate; 2:20
p.m. and 9 :40 p.m.
Placement interviews, Fort Bragg, Calif.
public schools: Placement Center.
Tnesday, Feb. IS
Fashion show; Union Ballroom: 7:30
p.m..

Stockton, Calif.; unified school district,
p]acement interviews; }'jacement Center.
Wednesday, Feb. 19
"Ma.n About· Campgst' interview wi'th
Frank Mancinni, Ski Club;· on KUNM. at
2:20 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.
Placement interviews: Roawell board of
education; Placement Center.
Thursday, Feb. 20
Women's Rights Forum; Kiva.
Friday, Feb. 21
'"Man About Campus' interview with
Robert Snieder, KUNM; on KUNM: at
2 :20 p.m. and 9 :40 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 22
Faculty Women's Club bridge benefit
for needy students: Union· Ballroom: 1:30
p.m.
..
Chilili Commnllity Center benefit dance;
· · • ·ll;rwman .Cf.nter; 8 p.m.
Monday, Feb. 24
·
"Man About Campus · interview with
PaUla Fielding, Town Club; on KUNM at
2 :20 p.m. and 9 :40 p.m.
·
Broadway play ''The Apple Tree"; Pope•
jw Hall: g :15 p,m.
Placement intervieWs, Pomona, Cali!.,
unified sehool district; Placement Center.
·ruesday, Feb. 25
nroadway Play,.. ..The Apple Tree":
Popejoy Hall: 8 :15 p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 26
"'Man AUottt Campus' intervi'ew .wit&
Coleman 'f.rnvelsten.tl,. Circle K; on KUNM

Announcements by
the UNM community will be accepted
nt The Lobo office.
A 24-honr deadline
is in ell'ect.

nt 2:20 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.
Placement interviel..-s, Santa Maria,
Calif., Joint Union high school di5trict;
Placemep.t Center.
Friday, Feb. 28
"Man. About. Cnmpur;' interview with
Robert Young, Student Bnr A£rocintion:
on KUNM at 2:20 p.m. and 9:40 p.m •
Monday, Mnrch 3
"lifan About Cnmpw' interview with
Manuel Wright, National Student Ansocin·
tion: on KUNM at 2:20 p.m. and 9:40
p.m.

Wednc:;day, March 5
''linn About Cnmpus' interview with

David Pca.nnan,. Young Democrats; on

KUNM at 2:30 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.
~day, March 7
til}{an About Campus' interview with
George Ison, Stodent Eduaction Associa·
tion; on KUNM: at 2:20 p.m. and 9:40

WANT ADS
EMPLOYMENT
3 EVES. & SAT.: Need 2 nest Sopbs &
.Juniors in Specialty Dept. For interview
call 242-4414, 11:30-1:00 p.m. Fri. only.
WORK for the University of New Mexico
Student l'nblications business staff. Opportunity Includes copywriting, advertising make-up, and sales. Hours easily ndfustcd to fit stodles schedule. Commissions
available. Cbeck with the bwiness staff,
.Tournalism Bldg., Room 159 or call 277·
4002.
FOR SALE
WANT A JAVEL!Nt Loadedt No competition !or a dealer. Sec at 215 Cornell
SE, Call 243-1621.
OFFICE DESK, 3' x 5' Formica top, beaU·
tiful, seven drawers, 243-6949 or 2478297.
PHOTOGRAPHERS! I 35mm single lens
re6ex KOWA SETR interchangeable
lens"' - behind lena metering syatem,
$70.00, 3 months old. Call Palll Murray
277-4860.
LOST&FOUND
LOST: Brown biUCold, near Arena. Heav·
en wm reward you and •o will I. Ask
for George, 243-4118, or Lobo office.
$25 REWARD - Two red notebooks of
lecture notes & other items or Black
Brie!case with cotilp]ctc contents. No
qu0$tlons asked. CONTACT F. K. Hall,
277·4512 or 268-0545.
PEitsONALS
ARTISTS AND WRITERS. THUNDER·
BffiD uecds your work. Deadline Feb. 28.
Bring to rm. 158, Journalism Bldg, Staff
also heeded.
RIDE WANTED •. Graduate stUdent need!<
ride from Santo .Fe to UNM TuesdaY"
and Tlmreclaya. Must be in time !or 9:00
a.m. dM• and return nrter 4 :30 class.
l'le.''" rontnot Mro. Cooke, Sante Fe
.

.

San Francisco (CPS)-The administration of San Franci~o
State College has notified 199
striking professors that they have
lost their jobs under California's
five-day-rule.
California law says any professor who misses five class days
is considered to have automatically resigned.
The American Federation of
Teachers (AFT) has been on
strike at San Francisco State
since Jan. 6 in support of a student strike which began Nov. 6
over the faculty's own grievances
over salaries and teaching loads.
Acting president S. I. Hayakawa, who had been reluctant to
enforce the five-day-rule because
he feared adverse reaction by
organized labor, said he would rehire any fired professor who applies by Monday. However, he
said they would be rehired without tenure and other benefits.
Could Be Reinstated
He also suggested that they apply to the state personnel board
for full reinstatement and that
the college administration would
support such requests.
Those strikesr who do not apply for either rehiring or full reinstatement will probably lose
their jobs and be replaced by
other teachers.
AFT President Gary Hawkins
said Friday the AFT is advising
its members to ask to be rehired

and is investigating possible appeals to the state personnel board.
"Not to do so," said Hawkins,
"would in our opinion indicate
that we have quit the college. We
have not quit, We are on strike.
Nor will we bear the responsibility of locking ourselves out and
abandoning the college when it
needs us most."

Studies. The only incident occurred when police broke up a picket
line gathered at the other gate
entrance. There was no violence
and no arrests.
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i Six ways to say
i
1 I love me.$I 0 Q. ~
·~~0.--~~~~~~~~~r=~i

1
1

Inglish
feather

I

'nM13DllltlE

1I
I
I
I
I
I
I

f*'~'irll ~
~WGNE

Sample the delights of three different
English Leather fragrances plus soap,
shampoo and hair dressing. You can
love yourself to pieces if someone soft
doesn't get to you first.

MEM coMPANY, INC.
P.O. Box 122, New York, N.Y. 10046
Here's my dollar. Send me my English
Sampler.
Name

I Inglish leather® ~~:'e''

1
1

I

1I
I
I
I

Leather

Slale

t;}

Zip-

I

I
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NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive tirroes
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Persona Is
5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Ernp loyment

3 Services

4. For Rent

7. Miscellaneous

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ~--TIMES STARTING---

qalleay

9S2..t;;a~.

YOU! M'~·ilern '!f'C()mmodtl.tions witll v-ri-.
\'lltC" iiatb, :1 11f: 110 dirty ctish~. Call

(We're next to the Lobo Theater)

7 .~-..··~~~~1t;t';J;ho~~,f«t-Mit~~ from A1-huquer•t!t·. J\lnrch 1-May G. 5chod.uled.

SERVICES
LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSE wants
haby•ltting Ill my home. Time open.
UN!>l ltoU8lt1!1', 1D2iJ Lomns NE No, 17,
or call 241·4GG5 lllter 5•.

I

A free university, offering 25
courses, will soon start at UNM
and in the Albuquerque area.
Registration for the New Mexico Free University (NMFU) will
be held today, from 3 p.m. to 7
p.m. at the International Center,
1806 Las Lomas N .E.
Interested persons may also
register by writing Ken Balizer,
Acting Secretary of NMFU, 1359
San Lorenzo, N.W., Albuquerque.
NMFU's catalogue states that
the purpose of the free university
is "to stimulate free and objective
thought concerning the social, economic, cultural, political, and
spiritual forces that are rapidly
transforming the world today.
"Serve as Coalition"
NMFU "hopes to serve as a
coalition for all those who are
disenchanted with those existing
structures that are stifling not
only to education, but to life in
all its aspects," the catalogue
said.
Participants assume responsibility for their own education, and
the survival and success of each
course depends on initiative and
interest, the catalogue said.
The catalogue lists and describes
some of the following courses:
Contemporary American Indians, led by Shirley Hill Witt.
The course will be concerned with
the American Indian's investment
in this hemisphere and their contribution to today's world. "The

ENCLOSED$·----

PLACED BY--~----~--:-'

main body of the course will be
devoted to contemporary problems
and possible solutions," said the
catalogue.
Confrontation Politics
Confrontation Politics: Theory
& Practice, led by Larry Russell.
Social, economic, political, and
psychological conditions which
brought about the politics of confrontation, will be discussed. The
course will also try to appiy the
theory of confrontation to Albuquerques' power structure.
Fun and Games, for couples
only. It's for people who like to
plny games like Post Office,
Strip Poker, Spin the Bottle, and
other adult games.
Poverty, Racism, and Self led
by Holly Devore, is aimed at getting each member of the group to
examine his attitudes towards
poor people, other l'aces, and
ethnic groups.
Underground High Schoo I
Newspaper, moderated by Carol
Wright and Jeff Sherman, is concerned with how high school students can set up underground
newspapers.
Draft Counseling
Dl·aft Counseling Training,
with Larry Dickerson. Draft
counseling will cover the mechanics of draft counseling which
will be heavy on tactics and light
on the philosophical basis of resistance.

Applebutter
Making,
with
Martha Kennedy, is composed of
both applebutter making and discussions about the role of women
in modern American society.
Natural Childbirth and Breast
Feeding, is a course designed for
expectant parents. It will teach
the La Maze Method of childbirth
without pain.
History of Viet Nam, with
Roger Anderson, will cover the
last 2000 years of Vietnamese
history and recent political events.
Four lecture-discussion sessions
will be held.
The Poverty Culture, moderated
by Craig Simpson and John
Gould, is "designed to give insight, knowledge, attitude change,
and action orientation to life in
poverty and despair," said the·
catalogue. Volunteers from VISTA, community developers, and
others will act as leaders.

whereby persons with a complaint
can bring it to the attention of
the proposed commission with a
written complaint.
If the commission finds, from
evidence presented by the attorney general or special counsel,
that a discriminatory act has been
committed, a copy of the written
report of the findings and conclusions based upon the evidence and
law will be submitted to the parties concerned and their attorney.

Faculty Votes To Lower
Admission Requirements
The UNM faculty voted Tuesday to investigate lowering the
2.5 grade point average required
for the admission of out-of-state
students.
The action was instigated by a
letter from Registrar J. C. MacGregor, who wrote on behalf of
the committee on entrance and
credits. He said that the 2.6 grade
point requirement had "outlived
its usefulness.'' '
The requirement was started in
1963 "solely as a device to stem
the expected surge in the number
of applications from non-resident
students," said MacGregor. Since

Pg.
Pg.
Pg.
Pg.
Pg.

2 •.... Ivory Tower
4 ...Veteran Writer
6 ... Lobos vs. Wyo.
7 .••.• Sports Guys
8 •••Campus Thefts

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllll/11111111111111111111111111/lllllllllllllllll

1963, the proportion of non-resident students has steadily declined from 22.5 per cent in 1964
to 14.3 per cent of all )Jresently
enrolled students.
Since the rule was enacted, tuition increases have brought nonresident tuition above the median
average for out-of-state residents
at state universities. MacGregor
said that lowering the requirement "will pro-.'ide more than adequate control of non-residents
who can attend the University."
The grade requirement for New
Mexico residents is 2.0.
The faculty also voted to set
aside Tuesday, April 15, as a
"teaching self-evaluation day."
Regular classes will not be held
that day so students, professors,
administrators, and regents can
meet in small discussion groups
to discuss "self-evaluation as a
teaching institution."
In other actions, the :faculty
approved the establishment o£ an
inter-disciplinary academic unit
which will offer a master's degree
in public administration, and voted to begin an experimental graduate summer program at the College of Santa Fe.

Blurred Vision

'Community Group' Active
By DAYID HUTSON
Staff Writer
Albuquerque's Movement for a
Democratic Society (MDS),
formed over Christmas vacation,
has recently applied for a charter

Discrimination Topic of Bill
A bill now under consideration
by the New Mexico House of Representatives will propose definitions and make discrimination unlawful in housing, public accommodations, and employment.
It will also set up a commission
to receive and investigate complaints of such practice.
The bill is titled the "Housing
Rights Act."
The bill outlines discriminatory
practices and sets up procedures

Lobo Photo by Tony Louderboogb

Always aware Lobo photographers caught this UNM jogging
en thus i as t shortly before he
fainted from exhaustion and a
blurred landscape.

Charters With SDS

Under Consideration in House
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Free University Opens;
Registration To Begin
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Black Orpheus

Other Teachers Strike
At San Jose State college 26
professors earlier lost their jobs
under the same rule for participation in a strike supporting the
San Francisco teachers.
The San Francisco State campus is closed for the break between semesters. It re-opens Feb.
17, when both the faculty and
student strikes are expected to
continue.
The Berkeley campu:;; of the
University of California, where a
similar student strike is in progress, was also quiet Friday, although there were police on the
campus and students continued
picketing at the main campus
entrance in support of their demand for a college of Ethnic
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with the national office of Student's for a Democratic Society
(SDS).
The MDS feels that the connection with SDS will mean added
prestige and bring more attention
to the group's activities.
Peter Montaque, one of the organizers of the group, s a i d,
"We're a community group, not a
university group. There are university people involved, but we
like to think of ourselves as a
community organization.''
Jim Kennedy, another member,
said, "We felt the need for an offcampus Anglo organization. We
feel we can relate to middle class
Anglo people who feel the need to
associate with a radical group. I
say Anglo, for other groups have
succeeded in organization of other
races.
"Our main goal is whether or
not our educational system provides a vehicle to move people
into some sort of political activity," said Kennedy. "We have to

The respondent of the complaint
is then requested by the commission to pay the sum of $1000 or
present some form of "effeetive
relief" to the complainant. The
respondent of a complaint, if
found at fault, must comply with
an order of the commission or the
commission will secure enforcement of the commissions order by
a district court.
The Federal Civil Rights Acts
of 1964 and 1968 outlaw discrimination in employment, public accommodations and housing. These
federal acts were founded with
the idea that the states would set
up the machinery of processing
complaints of discrimination with
the cooperation and technical assistance of the federal agencies
created under the federal acts.
The first level of grievances has
The UNM College of Education
been identified by the National will
Feb. 18, 19, and
Advisory Commission on Civil 20 bybea reviewed
14-member
team from the
Disorders as including police
National
Counsel
for
Accredpractices, unemployment, under- itation of Teacher the
Education
employment and inadequate hous- (NCATE).
ing.
The NCATE is a private body
that is affiliated with and reviews
more than 70 per cent of American educational colleges.
·
"Of course we want approved
Folk singer Joan Baez, and her status from the review, but the.
ljusband, David Hr.rris, who is an importance of the review is that
active leader in the draft resist- it will point out weak areas that
ance movement, will spel!k on the we have overlooked and need to
UNM mall Friday, Feb. 14 from be aware of before they can be
12:30 to 2:30p.m. They will speak corrected,'' said Dr. Alvin Howin the Anthropology lecture hall ard, assistant to the dean of eduat 7:30p.m. Friday.
cation.
Miss Baez is involved in peace
The review is a pilot program,
and civil rights activities, and has and seven other colleges are also
refused payment of that part of being reviewed in the program.
her federal income tax that is This is why the UNM College of
devoted to war expenditures.
Education is being reviewed afHarris is one of the founders of ter seven years instead of the
the West Coast Resistance, and usual ten.
has been convicted for refusing
The aim of the pilot program
induction into the armed forces. is to make the review more speFree pending appeal, he was sen- cific. Reviews in the past have
tenced to tlm!e years in prison. been conducted over seven broad
Miss Baez does not intend to topics. The. pilot review, howsing while at UNM.
ever, will be divided into two sec-

develop political feelings in a definite manner which means long,
hard hours of work in organization."
Other goals of the group are
still in the planning stage. They
will be announced by the MDS in
the future.
~
The MDS meets once every two
weeks, and they divide their time
into three sections: educational,
workshop committees, and private
groups doing research.
"Once a group has settled on a
decision," said Kennedy, "they
may not differ from it in public.
In private it's their own bus;ness,
but in public the group decision
must be abided by."
Kennedy said that meetings
now are closed and people can be
involved by invitation only. "In
the future," he said, "we see the
public coming to these sessions,
but not while we are trying to
get organized. However, members
of the SDS have a standing invitation to attend.''

College of Education
Prepares for Review

Singer Joan Baez
To Speak Today

tions, undergraduate and graduate, with 291 questions or points
to be covered in each, said Dr.
Wilson Ivins, UNM secondary education professor.
Tabulation of the review begins
after each member of the review
team turns his written evaluation
into the NCATE. The results
are compiled and made public in
an analytical report.
Ivins, chairman for the committee preparing for the review, saiQ-•Jf. ., _
the results probably will not be
known until late spring.
Ivins said the committee began
preparation for the review last
fall.

Tutorial Openings
Applications are now being accepted for positions on the tutorial council. There are three openings on the tutorial executive
board and applications may be
picked up in room 251 of the
Union. Each tutor spends an hour
each week helping elementary and
junior high school students who
are having reading or arithmetic
problems.
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